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at NYU.  We are also starting an occasional 
traditional journal when we see an opportunity 
in the marketplace — a new topic, a paradigm 
shift,	a	growing	field	—	and	still	applying	our	
same	author	copyright	policies.		Our	first	new	
journal, Quarterly Journal of Political Science, 
edited by Keith Krehbiel at Stanford and 
Nolan McCarty at Princeton, was started in 
2006 and accepted for coverage in the SSCI in 
2007 going back to Volume 1.  
ATG:  You mention on your Website that 
now publishers “deploys a liberal and fair 
copyright policy.”  What does that mean? 
How does it impact your authors?  What 
about libraries?
ZR:  I never understood why authors had 
to transfer their copyright to the publisher in 
order	to	get	published	in	the	academic/scientific	
marketplace.  It was the authors’ intellectual 
property, and all the publisher really needed 
was	a	license	to	distribute	the	work.		I	realize	
that many publishers “consent to publish agree-
ment” allows the author to retain many pro-
prietary rights, but it often requires the author 
to request permission.  Said permissions were 
often	not	cleared	quickly,	and	it	was	inefficient.	
Furthermore, if an author was to reuse their 
content for teaching, why should they have 
to ask permission for using their own work?
ATG:  What about libraries and other 
faculty?  Does this mean that they would 
have to ask the author for his/her permission 
to use the work?
ZR:  The authors’ institution and subscrib-
ing institutions have access with almost no 
limitations.  An author is free to distribute their 
work to a colleague for research or teaching 
purposes.  And there is nothing to stop someone 
from asking the author for the article — this 
happens all the time with journals.  But if you 
wanted to teach from the article or reuse the 
article in any commercial setting, it is probably 
best to contact the author (for teaching use) and 
the Publisher for any commercial reuse. 
ATG:  Is print-on-demand a cornerstone of 
your business, or do you consider yourselves 
primarily a digital publisher?
ZR:  We consider ourselves a publisher 
who offers our content in multiple formats. 
While our primary publications are digital, if 
a customer wants print, we offer print, and we 
do this via print-on-demand vendors.  It works 
very well for us and allows us to satisfy the 
customers’ format needs.
ATG:  Overall, can you comment on the 
new eBooks and print book formats that are 
emerging?  Where does now publishers see 
itself fitting into the equation?
ZR:  We tend to be more focused on the 
content	first	—	what	is	in	demand	in	the	mar-
ketplace?  Is there a need for this content?  Do 
the authors and editors represent the best minds 
on these topics?  Then we focus on format, 
giving consideration to the end users of our 
content.  Since we are a small publisher we 
are not taking the lead technologically on new 
eBook formats, but we always try to comply 
with the latest industry standards and adopt 
new delivery mechanisms to continue to meet 
our customers’ needs.
ATG:  We notice that you have formed 
partnership with Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Ltd and World Scientific Publishing to market 
your products.  How does that work?  You 
mention that you will provide effective non-in-
trusive marketing for all our products.  Please 
define non-intrusive marketing.
ZR:  Both Edward Elgar Publishing and 
World Scientific Publishing were interested 
in our new publication model and are inves-
tor-partners in our business.  Early on we used 
EEP for some marketing activities, but that has 
ended and in effect EEP is a “silent” partner 
in our business but sit on our board.  We have 
a closer working relationship with WSPC in 
that we use one of their subsidiaries for our 
production work and they market and sell our 
content in their local markets in Southeast Asia.
By non-intrusive marketing we mean we 
put a lot of effort into targeting our marketing 
to the individual receiving our message. We do 
not undertake a scatter-gun approach, sending 
out large mailings or mass emailings.  We re-
search our intended recipients and send them 
information only relevant to their particular 
interests.  For example, a professor in Finance 
will not get any information from us pertaining 
to a journal in Marketing.
ATG:  Your model seems more attuned to 
the needs of individuals.  In fact, you have 
only mentioned libraries briefly in your com-
ments.  Where do they fit in?  What percentage 
of your customer base do they represent?  Are 
there librarians on your board?
ZR:  Thank you, our model is attuned to 
the needs of the individual — the researcher 
or the student.  We want to help the researcher 
do their research and the student to learn from 
the most recent research by making research 
accessible.  At the same time, I do not think 
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Born and lived:  I was born and raised in Bayonne, NJ, spent two summers in an NSF 
high school biology program at ut austin, went to college at the university of rochester, 
and graduate school in Cambridge, MA.  After spending a couple of years in Washington, 
DC, I returned to the Boston area and have lived here since with the exception of a two-
year work assignment in the Netherlands.
early life:  I was a science nerd, loved science fairs, biology class, and chemistry 
experiments.
Professional career and activities:  After receiving my Masters degree in Public 
Policy from harvard, I worked for the U.S. Department of the Treasury in the Office of 
the Secretary.   I had a good job but was not happy.  A college friend worked at kluwer 
academic Publishers as an acquisitions editor and it sounded interesting.  One thing 
led to another, and long story short, I spent 17 years at kluwer including two years in the 
Netherlands.  I left kluwer as Vice President of Global Publishing.
family:  I have known my wife, diana murray, for 29 years, and we have been married for 
20 years.  Our daughter olivia is 15 years old and we have a six-year-old Belgian Shepherd. 
in my sPare time:  I love to cook (and eat).  Believe it or not, even with all my work 
travel, I still love to travel.
favorite Books:  I’m a foodie, so probably something like Map of Another Town by 
mfk fisher or A Year in Provence by Peter mayle.  
most memoraBle career achievement:  Starting my own business.
how/where do i see the industry in five years:  I believe that the proliferation 
of scholarly information on the Web will increase 
the demand for information professionals (librarians, 
subscription vendors, publishers) to help informa-
tion consumers (students, researchers, professors, 
professionals) find, evaluate, and assimilate the un-
manageable level of data available to them.  On the 
business side, this will continue to drive new entries 
into the market, often to be eventually swallowed up 
by larger players in the market.  But in five years my 
guess is most of us will still be doing what we do in 
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